






Snippets: KÖSTER  Since the notes in 23/678, mainly about the set
Nr.80 for various Wagons or an unpowered Electric Loco, some sets seen
on  Ebay,  and at  http://alte-modellbahnen.xobor.de/t11219f27-Koester-
Konstruktion-die-unbekannte-Spur-aus-dem-Sauerland.html, shed a little
more light on the sets & parts in the system. It is certain that Set 80 was
produced, and most probably Nr.81, the Track Set. Beyond that are Set
82, the electric-motored Electric Loco, and certain other outfits, but it
is  still  possible  that  some or even all  of  them were made only as
factory prototype outfits, or to display at trade exhibitions. It is said
that  production  started  late  in  1947  and  that  the  firm
became insolvent in the Spring of 1949.

Except where stated all the sets mentioned have the lid shown
in 23/768 (though some don't have a set number on them), and
manual covers, seen for Sets 80, 81 & 82, are as in 23/679, save
their set number. 

Set 80  Of the 6 examples seen 4 have nickel parts with a few
possibly black in one of them, and in 2 they are coloured (red,
green & blue Body Panels, grey Roofs,  black Strips) with a few
nickelled in one. Fig.1 is the best photo to hand of a set, the lid
along  the  bottom  fits  over  the  box's  bottom  compartment.  In  another
example the parts in the centre compartment are more neatly arranged. All
the boxes have the same 3 compartments in the base.

One of the nickel sets has the lid in Fig.2 featuring an elaborate Gantry
Crane far removed from the railway models. But it seems to be a Nr.80: the
set number is on the lid for the bottom compartment; the parts in the box,
though jumbled up, look as would be expected; and the 2 pages shown
from inside the manual are pp18-19 of the Nr.80 described in OSN 23.

Set 81  This is the track set and the parts are shown or listed in Fig.4.
#S51, 52, 53, & 55 are Straight, Curved Outer & Inner, & Centre Rails; #54
is probably a current pick-up to be fitted to the Loco; #56 is a Bracket to
hold #57 Isolating Strip; #58 a Fishplate. #59 a Sleeper; #60 the Terminal
Connecting Plate; #S17 & 20 a Bolt & Nut; and V2 the Manual.

Of  the 2  sets  seen one box has  4  lengthways  compartments  plus  1
crossways,  and  all  the  parts  are  shiny;  in  the  other  there  are  just  4
crossways, and the parts are also shiny but the Centre Rail is brass. The
box looks the same size in plan as the Nr.80 but may be rather deeper.

Set 82  Only the set in Fig.3 has been seen, and the Loco made from
it was shown in 24/715.  The Motor Unit has wheels appreciably larger
than those in Set 80. Whether the body in the set was supplied ready
assembled isn't known.

Set 80-1  See Fig.5. This seems to be a set with just the parts to
make  a  Loco,  almost  certainly  the  unpowered  Elektrische  Lokomotive
80/12 in OSN 23 – the box wouldn't be deep enough to house the Power
Unit.

Other Sets  4 boxes identical in size, and similar in style to the 80-1
above  but  more  rectangular,  have  been  seen.  The  only  one  of  their
names that can be read is (probably) Rungenwagen mit Bremshäuschen,
followed by a hyphenated set number. Model 80/10 shown in OSN 23 is
Rungenwagen mit Bremshaus and is probably the same model (häuschen
= little house).

An  empty  box  the  same size  in  plan  as  the  Nr.80  but  2  of  its  5
crossways compartments are partitioned to give an extra 6 compartments
(and possibly several more originally).
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